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Isolated photon correlations
• γ-hadron correlations measure the jet frag-

mentation function, which may be modified
by energy loss in the QGP (e.g. [1])

• γ-jet correlations measure partonic energy
loss in the QGP (e.g. [2])

• The photon energy is not affected by the QGP
– tags recoil parton energy prior to QGP in-
teraction

• Photons are measured in the ALICE elec-
tromagnetic calorimeter (EMCal), a sampling
calorimeter with cells of size ∆η × ∆ϕ =
14.3 × 14.3 mrad2 located 4.28 cm from the
interaction point [3]

• Particles create a shower, depositing their en-
ergy into a cluster of cells

• Goal: measure isolated prompt photons;
background comes from neutral meson decays
into photons

• Select prompt photons using the shower shape
in the EMCal and measure the purity using a
template fit (as in [4]) based on that shower
shape

Encoding EMCal clusters
• Shower shape of cluster: distribution of en-

ergy amongst cells in the cluster

• Encode in a single value either geometrically
(σ2

long) or with a deep neural network (DNN)

• Overlapping photons from meson decays can
have a distinctly different shower shape from
a single photon

• Use shower shape and isolation cut to select
on “signal-like” photons

Deep neural network
• Distinguish between clusters with one photon

from merged clusters from two photons

• Take 5x5 cells around the cell with the maxi-
mum energy in the cluster, looking at cell en-
ergy relative to cluster energy

• Additional parameters, including cluster η
and energy, for a total of 29 parameters

• 4 fully-connected hidden layers, 50 neurons
each. Trained on 8–30 GeV photons in p-Pb
MC (130K clusters each for training and test
samples); batch size is 128, 12 epochs
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Photon candidate selection
• Isolation energy: sum of track transverse mo-

menta (pT) within R ≡
√

∆η2 + ∆ϕ2 = 0.4

• Prompt photon candidates: isolation cut (iso-
lation energy < 1.5 GeV/c to reduce fragmen-
tation and decay photon contribution) and
shower shape cut (signal-like clusters)

• Sample contains merged decay photon clus-
ters, i.e. clusters containing both decay pho-
tons from a single meson

Prompt Decay

DNN 0.7–0.9 0.0–0.3
σ2

long 0.0–0.3 0.4–1.1

Template fit
• Clusters from single photons (prompt and

decay) and clusters from overlapping meson
decays have different distributions of shower
shape values

• Fit normalized shower shape distribution of
isolated clusters in data to a linear combina-
tion of signal and background templates

Data = f · Signal + (1− f) · Background

• Signal template comes from photon-jet MC

• Background template

– Start with anti-isolated clusters in data

– Cluster shower shape depends on underly-
ing event (isolation)

– Correct for difference with dijet MC

• Measure purity in signal region

Systematic uncertainties
• Agreement with data of photon-jet MC used

for the signal template

• Selection of anti-isolation region

• Agreement with data of dijet MC used for the
correction of the background template

Purity
• Use template fit with both σ2

long and DNN to
measure purity in different pT bins

• Measure purity vs pT in both pp and p-Pb
collisions at

√
s = 5 TeV
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• DNN purities are comparable with σ2
long but

have larger systematic uncertainties

• Purity in pp and p-Pb collisions are compati-
ble within uncertainties

Summary
• Used isolation energy and shower shape to

identify isolated photons in ALICE EMCal

• Trained neural network to distinguish be-
tween clusters with one or two photons as an
alternate encoding of the shower shape

• Future improvements

– Flatten cluster pT spectrum in training

– Train and use in Pb-Pb collisions

• Template fit to extract purity vs pT: new
method in ALICE

• Purity used in measurement of isolated pho-
ton correlations
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